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The Bijolai Palace - Jodhpur 

 Bijolai Palace Hotel, Jodhpur, offers a resplendent stay to 

those seeking a wonderful time in the Blue city. It is also 

situated nearby to many star attractions of the city such as the 

Kaylana Lake, Bijolai Balaji Mandir and more. 

 

 Bijolai Palace Hotel welcomes you to its serene location 

among the Aravali Hills and numerous lakes – just 8 KM 

away from the city’s hustle and bustle, an oasis in the desert. 

Come experience the starlit skies and the quietness of the 

surroundings. 



 

 

 

 

Heritage Room 

 
 Enjoy the spacious, brightly-lit Heritage Rooms with modern 

amenities at Bijolai Palace Hotel, Jodhpur. 

 

http://www.bijolaipalacejodhpur.com/rooms/heritage-room.html


Vintage Room 

 
 Adorned with warm light, plush chairs and soft beds, the 

Vintage Rooms are the ideal rooms for those wanting a regal 

stay in Jodhpur.  

 

http://www.bijolaipalacejodhpur.com/rooms/vintage-room.html


Vintage Suite 

 
 Our Vintage Suite spells luxury in every way. Experience the 

ultimate royal treatment at the Vintage Suite of Bijolai Palace 

Hotel, Jodhpur. 

 

http://www.bijolaipalacejodhpur.com/rooms/vintage-suite.html


F&B OUTLETS 

THE BIJOLAI PALACE    

 BIJOLAI  RESTAURENT AND LOUNGE 

     Enjoy a sumptuous meal while appreciating the delicately put decor of Bijolai 

Restaurant & Lounge.  

  

 BIJOLAI LAKE  TERRACE RESTAURENT 

     Let your taste buds go on a journey as you overlook the peaceful surface of the 

Bijolai Lake at Bijolai Lake Terrace Restaurant. 

 

 BIJOLAI GARDEN CAFÉ 

     Enjoy the scenic beauty of Bijolai Palace Hotel as you dig into the good food 

at Bijolai Garden Cafe.  

 

 

 



The Royal Durbar  

Banquet hall 
 We understand that every meeting has its importance and must be equally 

valued. Therefore to accommodate all types of events and crowd, Hotel Bijolai 

Palace, Jodhpur, has the Royal Durbar furnished to perfection and fully 

equipped with modern amenities to assist meetings and events of all kind. Be it 

a celebration of happiness or a vital business meet - Hotel Bijolai Palace, 

Jodhpur, makes sure to assist you in all your plans. 

 



Swimming Pool 

 Bijolai Palace Hotel, Jodhpur, has a serene swimming pool within the fort's lair. 

Dive into the cool blue water and feel the peaceful ambience around you. Relax 

as you lap around, gently pushing the water behind. Experience a majestic 

feeling in the waters of Bijolai Palace Hotel, Jodhpur. 



     

     Thank You 
     

        Prepared By : 

                                                                 Kuldeep Bohra 

                                                                  Sales & Marketing Manager 

           The Bijolai Palace - jodhpur 

 

 


